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Otterbein University, 
WESTE R VILLE, OHIO. 
OTTERBEIN UNIVERSITY offers three Courses of Study leading to ~egrees 
Shorter Courses are offered, especially designed to meet the wants of those who 
are preparing to teach, but cannot afford the time required for a standard College 
Course. 
TEACHERS 
W ill find it to their advantage to make preparation for teaching under College 
influences. T he expense is no greater than in the purely Normal Schools, while 
the opportunities and privileges are superior. 
The Davis Conservatory of Music 
Affords excellent advantages in htstrumental and Vocal Music. A well equipped 
Orchestra and Band are attached to the Conservatory, and have added greatly to 
the interest of the Department of Music. 
Those who wish to pursue Art Studies will find in the University a teacher 
well qualified to instruct in Crayon, Oil, and Pastel, including Portrait Painting. 
The University is pleasantly located in a village unsurpassed for advantages 
helpful to the student. Easily reached by railroad; ten trains daily, from all 
parts of the State. 
For fur ther information, address the President, 
T. J. SANDER S, A.M., Ph.D. 
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I. N. CUSTER, 
DENTISTJ 
Office in Markley Block. 
WESTERVILLE, OHIO. 
HOUGHTON & PRICE 
.IJENTI8T8, 
Furnioh to their Patrons everything k nown in the Art and Science 
of Modern Dentistry. 
18, 19, and 20 Y. M. C. A. Bldg., COLUMBUS, OHIO. 
~ 
F. M. VAN BusKIRK, D.D.S. 
OFFICE, WEYANT BL.OCK. 
H. T. SIEEL, 
Real Estate 
And 
Agent 
Notary Public, 
Office over W, W. Moses' Grocery. WESTERVILLE, Omo. 
CAVEATS, 
TRADE MARKS, 
DESICN PATENTS, 
COPYRIQHTS, 
For Information and free Handbook write to 
MUNN & CO., 361 BROADWAY, NEW YORK. 
O!deot bureau for oecurlng patento In America. 
Every patent taken out by us Is brought before 
tbe public bra notice given free of charge In the 
J dtutifi£ ~mtri£au 
Largeot circulation of any oclentlllc paper In the 
world. Splendidl:r Illustrated. No lntelllgent 
man ohould be without lt. Weeklr,_sa.oo a 
J'e&ri .l.liOolx montho. Addreoo MU!'<N & CO., 
l'UBLI8BEB8, 361 Droadwar, New York Cltf, 
UEDICINE A SciENCE. REMEDIEs NoN-PoiSONous· 
G. H. MAYHUGH, M.D., 
"---Physician and Surgeon. 
OFFICE IN MARKLEY BLOCK. f -
RESIDENCE IN BANK BUILDING. ) __ ....... 
J. S::E?OONER, 
M ANUFAOTUILER OF 
B'oots af}d §l]oes . 
Baseball and Tennis Shoes a Specialty. 
Repairing neatly and carefully done. 
West Main Street, WESTERVILLE, 0. 
D. W. COBLE, M.D., 
Physician and 8urgeonj 
Residence, Cor. State and Park Sts. WESTERVILLE, Ouro. 
RANCK & MERCHANT, 
Notarie3 Publl.,, 
Real Estate and Insurance. 
Beal Estate a Specl~liJ. 
Office in VVeyant Block, WESTERVILLE, OHIO. 
Ul ~st~rvi II~ ~reel) l]ous~. 
CUT FLOWERS. 
Bedding and Decorating Plants., 
. \I so, dealer In Cabbage, Tomato, and all kinds of Vegetable Plants. 
J. F. SKED, Proprietor. 
~· T h For a small .sum can eac ersgetenough RAVEN 
BLACKBOARD 
SLA TINO to make a board 4 ft. wide and so 
ft. long. Without a blackboard •• the 
vo1ce of the teacher ts duDlb.'' 
Write tor parttcalan J B t!.herrl'll 
aad prlcot • • ~ ' 
Box ra71, Q Tho Book Man, . 
Danllle, lad c) I soli books for teachers . 
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Tennis and Bicycle Shoes a Specialty. 
Also Agents for the Troy Laundry, 
The Largest and Finest in the City. 
11olmes Block, WESTERVILLE, OHIO. 
LIGHTEST. STRONGEST. Choice ALL GOODS NEW• 
Are you going to buy a Bicycle? Why not 
buy the best for the money? If you pay 
$150, get the best, get a 
VICTOR, 
get a wheel fully guaranteed 
without limit, tire and all. Good as 
long as you want to ride a wheel. 
CET A VICTOR. 
If you can 't afford a $150 wheel, get the 
next best. Get a Lovell Diamond , 
light, strong, easy running, high grade, and 
at a moderate price,-a very satisfactory 
amount. ERNEST BERNARD will explain 
them; or call on DR. KEEFER. 
SPEEDIEST. BEST. 
Family 
Fresh and Salt M~ats in 
Season. Pure Leaf Lard, 
Home· Made Mince Meat. 
Groc;eries. 
M. D. wATERS, AGENT. 
CLOUSE & CARTER, 
UNDERTAKERS 
and 
DEALERS .IN FURN.ITURE. 
Latest Sty les of Wall Pa,pers, Window Shad es, Etc, 
Cnll n•Hl See Us, 
Picture Framing Done to Order. 
North State Street, 
WESTERVILLE, OHIO. 
FOTOGRAFS. 
FERSON & Co., 527~ N. High St., Columbus, 0. 
Special low rates to students . Proofs shown before you leave the gallery. 
For rates see W. G. KINTIGH. 
COLLEGE BUILDING 
CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION BUILDING 
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PHILOPHRONEAN PUBLISHING CO., Publishers. 
EDITORIAL. 
WITH this number we finish the third vol-
ume of the -LEGIS. 'rhis child of the College 
that three years ago was laun ched on the un-
certain sea of college journalism now bas the 
record of three years upon which to stand. 
For the kindly aid and sympathy of our many 
patrons and readers we are very grateful. 
Our only aim and effort have been to represent 
Otterbein and her interests in all her depart-
ments. Our publishing company still have 
confidence in our mission, and purpose carrying 
on the work on the same plan. 'rhe athletic 
department has not had as full representation 
as it should have had, but arrangements have 
been made that due notice may be given to 
our work in this direction. 
WE c-lose with this number the series of 
articles by Dr. Custer, but can promise our 
rea_ders a continuance of this rare t reat , since 
F. H. Rike has consented to finish the" Tour " 
I 
in our next volume. 
NEW HOPE FOR OTTERBEIN. 
The Board of Trustees have come and 
gone. 'l' heir coming was looked forward to 
with much anxiety and the hope that they 
would take hold of the work as never before. 
This they have done. The financial interests 
claimed their best thought and energies. 
Everything was looked into with unusual 
care, and the real situation is better under-
stood than ever before. A plan of operation 
whereby it is believed all claims of the U ni-
versity can be met in a year, after most care-
ful investigation and thoroug h discussion, was 
enthusiastically adopted. It was further 
agreed that when the debt is paid we create 
no further indebtedness upon the institution 
in the future. That which gives special en-
couragement and hope for this movement is 
that it was projected and is heartily supported 
by our wealthiest and best business men, and 
tha.t the committee at once subscribed a hand-
some sum. 
Now, let all rally to this enterprise and to 
Otterbein. L et every nerve and muscle be 
tightened, and all hearts united in this most 
important work. The work can be done. It 
must be done. It will be done. Prompt, 
united action , and the shout of victory can 
be heard. 
THE J:>Oard of management have arranged 
with P rof. E . D. 'Williams, of Ashland County, 
Ohio, to take charge of elocution the coming 
year. Prof. "Williams is a graduate of King's 
School of E locution, of P ittsburgh, and comes 
highly recommended as a gentleman of high 
Christian character. 
Mrs. Thompson, the teacher in art, has re-
signed after a successful servi~e of 25 years. 
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A BICYCLE TOUR IN EUROPE. 
BY L. E. CUSTER, D.D.S. 
VI. 
Just as we were entering Munich, Fred 
broke the sprocket-wheel of his machine. It 
was probably injured when the chains became 
filled with mud in the rain early in the day. 
It could not have happened at a better time, 
for a new one was made during our visit at 
Munich. We spent three Jays sight-seeing 
here, and were sorry to leave. We visited 
galleries and palaces, and spent no little time 
in the alluring shops. 
On Saturday evening, July 16, we were oft 
for Switzerland and France. We had saved 
the best of our trip till the last-the scenery 
of Switzerland and the beautiful roads of 
France. There only remained a few miles of 
Germany. Not far out from Munich, Fred 
and the writer met with an acciuent,_ which, 
had it not been for the good material in our 
wheels, might have ended the rest of our trip. 
We were riding quite fast, and came up with 
a man with a load of telegraph poles. Instead 
of keeping in the middle of the road, he was 
polite and wished to give us the left. We 
arrived just back of the poles as they made 
their sweep. ·we were going too fast to stop. 
On the left was a steep embankment, and on 
our right were the ends of the poles which 
would in a moment cut oft· our passage. We 
made a rush for the fast closing space, but · 
were too late. The telegraph poles, two cycles, 
and their riders met on the edge of the em-
bankment. As we gathered ourselves together 
to find who was who, it was discovered that, 
frightful as it appeared, no .physical injury 
had been received by either. The injury to 
our wheels was confined to the front wheel of 
the writer's machine, which was so badly 
sprung that it would not revolve. After the 
combined efforts of all four it was straightened 
and we proceeded. 
We had supper that evening at a summer 
resort on the shore of a beautiful lake, the 
A mmer See. In the dusk we rode on to 
Landsberg, where we remained all night. 
Sunday morning, July 17, found it drizzling, 
and the prospects for riding that day not very 
encouraging. After bre!l.kfast we sat down 
to an American Sunday occupation, letter-
writing. About ten o'clock it promised 
better weather, and the ,writer started a little 
ahead of the others. Just out of town the 
road divided, and he took the one marked 
Kaufberen, the next town , where he arrived i.n 
two hours. The others of the party did not 
read the sign and took the road to the south, 
anil when they arrived at Kaufberen at four 
o'clock a terrible tale of woe they had tore-
late. They had lost their way, they had 
encountered rainstorms, wild animals, bad 
roads, and in some places no roads. A 
glimpse at their wheels convinced the writer 
that their statements were not without foun -
dation. The writer was held responsible for 
all this, as he carried the map; but on consult-
ing the map it was found that the place where 
the roads branched was not marked at all. It 
was expected that the traveler would read 
the sign-board. We spent the rest of the 
day at Kaufberen, hoping that the morrow 
would bring better weather. 
Next morning we found it raining heavily, 
and no prospect of it stopping for a day at 
least. We were but a few miles from the 
long anticipated Switzerland, and, as much as 
we preferred cycle to car riding, we could not 
content ourselves to stay in that miserable 
town ·another day, and so rode by rail to Lin-
dan,. on Lake Constance. Here we took the 
steamer across to Constance and thence by 
rail a short distance to Schaffhausen, at the 
falls of the Rhine. The lake was rough that 
day, and although good dinners were served, 
we all preferred being on deck for some reason 
or other. One said the car ride had given him 
a headache, and he could not find words to 
express his indignation at car riding; another 
I 
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said he was not hungry because he had not 
been riding his bicycle as usual; the third 
said he never ate any when it rained real hard; 
and the fourth .said that eating was all a habit 
anyway, and he proposed then and there to 
break such expensive habits. Not one waA 
frank enough to acknowledge that at that 
moment his gastric apparatus was somewhat 
flighty. 
We reached Schaflhausen about three 
o'clock, and had each to pay $3.00 import 
duty on our bicycles. This was refunded on 
leaving Switzerland from Geneva. Towards 
night it ceased raining, and we went by car-
riage to the falls of the Rhine, .a mile below 
Schafthausen. On certain evenings they are 
illuminated by electric search lights. We 
were fortunate this evening, and saw one of 
the most beautiful sights on our trip. 'fhe 
falls cannot be compared to Niagara in height 
and volume, but by this artificial arrangement 
are very beautiful. We were not satisfied 
with our view that night, and next morning 
returned on our bicycles. We spent some 
time on both sides of the river above and 
below the falls. 
At about eleven o'clock we were oft for 
Zurich, where we arrived in the evening. We 
were nearing the snow-capped Alps, and the 
weather was very changeable. We were 
driven for some hours by a threatening 
cloud, but it did not rain till we reached 
Zurich. The roads were so good that they 
were ridable half an hour after a rainstorm. 
The evening was spent in a stroll about this 
beautiful city, during which we began our 
collection of Swiss souvenirs. No country in 
the world, perhaps, is so frequented by 
tourists as Switzerland. In fact, the chief in-
come to t:3witzerland is through the tourist. 
So we find almost every shop and store in 
these Swiss towns devoted · to merchandise 
which appeals to the tout·ist. :J ewe] ry stores 
are legion, and almost every corner is convert-
ed into a bazaar for the sale of Swiss carvings. 
Some of these carvings are very beautiful, 
and the tourist sighs for more money iri his 
pocket, and more room in his trunk. In the 
evening we attended a delightful concert 
given by a military bancf of some sixty pieces. 
The next morning we awoke and found it 
raining again. Although Zurich was a de-
lightful city and the pure blue water of the 
Jake inviting, we were anxious to get to the 
mountains, whose snow·capped peaks we had 
seen for days. Our trunk awaited us at 
Luzerne, a few miles distant, and the writer 
went ahead by rail to fjecure the trunk and 
rooms. We anticipated the usual delay in 
getting our trunk from the customs, but this 
time it was sent to the hotel without any exam-
ination whatever. The others arrived about 
noon, and we soon again made our appearance 
in those stunning, hand-packed, trunk-pressed 
citizen's clothes. The natives are accustomed 
to tourists from all countries, and in all sorts 
of dre~:;s, but even among these our appearance 
was not without commotion. 
The principal attraction of Luzerne itself is 
the Lion of Luzerne. This is a lion cut in the 
solid rock which juts out near the center of 
the city. The lion is represented as dying in 
the act of protecting Switzerland. Its front 
feet are upon the coat of arms, and the broken 
spear is still intact. Below it are carved the 
names of valiant defenders. 
From Luzerne excursions are made to the 
adjoining mountains. To the south is Pilatus 
and to the east is Rigi. Luzerne is also the 
starting-point for excursions to Italy, to the 
eastern route through Switzerland to Geneva, 
and also the western route by way of Inter-
laken or Beme to Geneva. 
Thursday, July 20, was another rainy 
day. It was so miserable that we could not 
leave the hotel. None of us were in the best 
of humor. The day was mostly spent in 
planning for the rest of our trip. The writer 
had arranged to attend the meeting of the 
American Dental Society Of Europe at Basel, 
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Switzerland, August 1 to 4. Ten days is 
a very short time to spend in Switzerland, 
and it was thought no difficulty would be ex-
perienced in filling in the time, but some of 
the party thought differently, and would not 
promise to rem:;tin till all could leave Switzer-
land together. The writer, having made a 
tour through Switzerland, although it would 
have been more delightful by bicycle again, 
preferred a trip to Italy, which he had not yet 
visited. My wheel was stored at Luzerne, and 
in company with Mr. Mcintire we went by 
rail as far as Venice together. John returned 
and joined Fred and Irv. in Chamouni. I 
went as far south as Naples, stopping at 
Florence and Rome on the way, and returned 
by way of Piza and Milan in time for the 
convention. 
We did not think, when we parted at 
Luzerne just as the very best of our tour lay 
before us, that we would not all ride together 
on our bicycles again in Europe. Fred, Irv., 
and John left Switzerland July 29 for Paris. 
A day was spent there, and they rode to the 
Belgium frontier by bicycle, and then by rail 
to Antwerp. They returned to Paris in citi-
zen's clothes, where they were met by the 
writer. We spent almost a week in a reunion 
and sight-seeing, and the writer left for Ant-
werp by bicycle a few days ahead of the 
others, going west as far as Havre, and thence 
north along the coast. An interesting descrip-
tion of the ride through Switzerland and 
across France may be given in detail at a 
future time. John remained a month longer 
in Europe, and the others sailed for home on 
the Friesland August 20. 
At the close of the trip our cyclometers 
registered variously between 2,464 and 2,600 
miles. When they reached 1,200 miles they 
began to lose, and it is quite probable that we 
traveled by bicycle nearly 3,000 miles. In all 
the tour there was no physical injury to any 
of us with any serious results. There was no 
injury to our bicycles which could not be re~ 
paired by ourselves or a blacksmith. The 
pneumatic tires then were an experiment. 
There was but one puncture, and that was 
easily managed. 'fhe Wl'iter still uses the 
same bicycle with as much pleasure as he did 
down the avenue to Kenilworth, along the 
Rhine to Bingen, or on the shores of Lake 
Geneva. 
THE EVENTS OF THE WEEK. 
COMMENCEMENT FESTIVITIES REf'ORTED IN 
DETAIL. 
SOCIETIES' OPEN SESSIONS. 
The commencement programs of the Clei-
orhetean and Philalethean literary societies 
were held in the Philophronean and Philo-
mathean halls on the evening of June 8. The 
halls were tastefully decorated, and the youth 
of Otterbein University congregated to do 
honor to the last and crowning event of the 
societies for the year. The musical and liter-
ary features of the program8 were characterized 
by their usual excellence. 
bater in the evening the ladies banqueted 
their friends in their own halls. At the 
Cleiorhetean banquet the toasts, "The Past 
and Present of the Cleiorhetean Literary Soci-
. ety," "Otterbein Girls," and "The Fntu~e of 
Cleiorhetea" were proposed and responded to 
by Mrs. Flickinger, J. A. Shoemaker, and 
Mrs. I. L. Oakes. This is the first time the 
ladies have given banquets, and all the gentle-
men at least pronounce it a brilliant success. 
On Friday evening, June 9, occurred the 
installation exercises of the Philomathean and 
Philophronean literary societies. The sessions 
were entertaining throughout, but the spe-
cially interesting features were, in the Philo-
mathean Society, the valedictory of J. B. 
Toomay, on "The City Problem"; inaugural 
of president-elect Snavely, "The Verdict of 
'l'ime," and the oration of H. L. Pyle, on 
"True Philanthropy" ;-in the Philophronean, 
the valedictory by President D. N. Scott, on 
I 
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"Contentment," the highly imaginative nar-
rative by S. C. Markley, and the excellent 
singing by the quartette. Our societies main-
tain their reputation as being among the best 
in the State. 
PRESIDENT's RECEPTION. 
A merry . company gathered to enjoy the 
hospitality of President and Mrs. Sanders 
Saturday evening at their home. Though the 
reception was given in honor of the seniors, 
there were present, also, the members of the 
faculty, all the trustees then in town, and 
many resident and visiting alumni. The 
afiair was in every way a delight to all the 
guests, and a great credit to the generous 
hosts. The Otterbein band furnished good 
music, and excellent refreshments were 
served. · 
THE BACCALAUREATE. 
,The baccalaureate sermon was preached by 
Dr. Sanders before the class and a large audi-
ence Sunday morning. Dr. Thompson read 
the scripture-lesson, and Rev. W. M. Bell, 
general missionary secretary of the Church, 
offered prayer. The hymns were read by 
President W. S. Gilbert, of Philomath. The 
text of the discourse was the ancient question, 
"What is man?" The president drew the 
thought of his hearers to the dignity and 
majesty of God's creation, especially the starry 
world, and by contrast showed how exceed-
ingly lofty is the position occupied by man. 
The address to the graduating class · was 
especially inspiring and elevating. The music 
of the morning was fine. Dr. Garst dismissed 
the congregation. 
THE ASSOCIATIONS' ANNIVERSARY. 
The joint anniversary of the Christian Asso-
ciations was this year the usual interesting 
occasion. Miss Mabel Duncan presided. The 
speaker of the evening was Rev. Dr. A. A. E. 
Taylor, of Columbus. His address on "The 
Duty of Confessing Christ" was richly sug-
gestive and helpful. 
MONDAY EVENING. 
The anniversary of the literary societies on 
the evening of June 12 was attended with 
great interest. The exercises were introduced 
with music furnished by the Philomathean 
Octet, who were followed by the Philalethean 
Mandolin and Guitar Club. The first speaker 
of the evening was Miss Daisy Custer as the 
representative of the Cleiorhetean Society, 
Mrs. Kumler, the society's chosen representa-
tive, being unable to attend. Miss Custer 
gave au able and interesting address, and was 
warmly applauded at the conclusion. The 
second speaker was W. S. Gilbert, in behalf 
of the Philomathean Society, on the subject, 
"Odd Moments." He was followed by F. J. 
Resler in a baritone solo, "The Voice of the 
Ocean." Mrs. A. T. Good, in a paper on 
"Civilized Man Cannot Live Without Cooks," 
represented the Philalethean Society. H. M. 
Rebok, the representative of the Philophro-
nean Society, then gave an address entitled 
" The Ethical Age." A selection by the Otter-
bein Quartet, who were vigorously encored, 
closed the program. 
TUESDAY EVENING. 
The musical recital of Tuesday evening, 
June 13, was one of the most pleasant enter-
tainments given during commencement week. 
It consisted of a piano selection, by Professor 
Kinnear and Misses Baker, Cook, and Pinney; 
"Annie Laurie," sung by Columbian Quartet; 
a selection on the piano, by Misses Pinney, 
Major, Cook, and Fetzer; a solo by Mrs. N eer; 
and .a third piano quartet, by Misses Fetzer, 
Guitner, Newcomb, and Bradrick. A song 
by the Choral Society concluded the exercises. 
WEDNESDAY EVENING. 
'rhe anniversary of the Alumnal Associa-
tion, Wednesday evening, June 14, was an 
occasion noted for its brevity, and its pleasant 
chara9-ter, both from a literary and a musical 
standpoint. On account of the necessary 
absence of A. L. Keister, one of the speaker a 
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of the evening, the exercises were shorter 
than had been anticipated. A very able paper 
was read by Mrs. Lorenz-Stevens on "W o-
man's Work in Germany." After a short, 
but well written poem by Daniel Surface, on 
"Old Times," and music by the quartet, the 
people adjourned to the Philomathean and 
Philophronean halls to spend the night in 
banqueting. The toast-masters were Judge 
Shauck of the Philophronean, and J. A. 
Weinland of the Philomathean banquet. The 
:Philomatheans drank to the Past, Present, 
and Future of the Philomathean Society, 
Daniel Surface, A . C. Streich, and Fred Rike 
presenting the glory and greatness of those 
periods. Addresses were also made by 
F. A. Z. Kumler and W. N. Miller. The 
Philophronean toasts were responded to by 
N. R. Best and J. C. Blackburn. Profee.sor 
Shauck was then called u·pon and gave a 
witty, an ab'le, and an eloquent address. The 
banqueters from both halls adjourned toward 
the hour of midnight and Westerville slept. 
THE DAY OF DAYS. 
If the day of commencement had been 
made to the order of the class of '93, it could 
hardly have been more auspicious or more 
ideal. Dashing showers Wednesday after-
noon and night made way for a clear and sun-
shiny sky Thursday morning. The air was 
warm, but balmy .. In the crowded and over-
flowing chapel an enthusiastic crowd could 
have early been found gathered. In the 
gallery overhead, the college band, a manifi-
cent organization under E. L. W einl~nd's 
leadership, was stationed to furnish music for 
the occasion. They opened the program 
shortly after nine o'clock with music, and the 
invocation was offered by Rev. W. 0. Sifiert. 
Another musical selection followed. 
Then' the three graduates of the Literary 
Department ascended the platform to deliver 
their orations. Mr. C . .B. Brown, of Hicks-
ville, Ohio, spoke first. In treating his sub-
ject, "Anonymous Journalism and Its 
Effects," he spoke of the unfortunate tendency 
of the prevalent custom of concealing the 
names of editorial writer!'! from the public. 
Miss May Irwin, of Westerville, showed how 
the poet becomes to the masses of men 
"Nature's translator," to interpret the mean-
ing of her works. "The Evolution of Taste" 
was discussed by Miss Laura V. Smith, of Ft. 
Wayne, Indiana, who brought out how the . 
tastes of mankind have grown higher and 
better with the passing centuries. 
After more music the Philosophical grad-
uates appeared on the platform. Miss Lizzie 
Cooper, of Westerville, in a bright essay, 
talked of the "Ethics of Music," developing 
the moral power of the divine art. Edward 
EYeritt, of Teheran, Illinois, speaking to the 
theme "Nothing Suffices Except Thyself," 
emphasized the fact that the best gift which 
any man can give to the world is the gift' of 
his own self. "The Responsibility of Toler-
ance" was the subject of the oration of F. J. 
Resler, of Westerville. He pleaded for fair 
play and just toleration for the Catholics of 
America. 
Music again intervened, and the candidates 
for the Arts degree were heard. The first ora-
tion was by Miss Maud A . .Bradrick, of 
Westerville, whose thesis upon" Our Inheri-
tance in the Anglo Saxons," traced the hered-
itary characteristics which our race bas de-
rived from their ancient English ancestors. 
W. H. Fouse, of Westerville, rose to speak 
.amid a round of applause. He is the first 
colored man to graduate,from the University, 
and his many friend s rejoiced with him at the 
triumph of a long and desperate struggle. 
His subject was "The Afro· American," and 
he made a magnificent plea for his brethren 
by race. He was several times interrupted by 
applause, and received a perfect ovation at the 
close. " The Fate of Genius" was discussed 
by E. E. Lollar, of Saratoga, Indiana, who 
pointed out how genius must usually wait for 
I 
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posterity to bring its reward. Miss Myrtle 
Miller, of Clearport, Ohio, had taken as a 
subject," The Dignity of the College Student," 
and clearly outlined the advantage which the 
college-bred man or womau has in life. 
Once again the band furnished attractive 
music, and the last division of the class, also 
Classical, went upon the rostrum. . W. W. 
Stoner, of Sulphur Grove, Ohio, under the 
theme "Growth Essential to Education," laid 
stress on the fact that not acquirement, but 
development, is the real end of education. 
A. C. Streich, of Cincinnati, demonstrated 
that "The True Principle of A ction " is an 
earnest purpose to harmonize the life with the 
will of the almighty Father. The program 
was concluded by the address of J. B. Toomay, 
of Denver, Colorado,-an eloquent plea on 
behalf of "The Ru ssian Liberal," which he 
felt to be a j uster term than " nihilist." 
The degrees, both graduate and post -gradu-
ate, were conferred by President Sanders as 
follows, after which the benediction was pro-
nounced by Rev. R. W. Wilgus : 
. A.B. 
Maud Acton Bradrick, W illiam Henry Fouse, Ezra 
Elliott Lollar , Myrtle Miller, Walter Wells Stoner, 
Albert Clarence Streich, J ohn B. Toomay. 
Ph.B. 
Mary Elizabeth Cooper, Edward Everitt, Frank Jordan 
Resler . 
Lit.B. 
Charles Burton Brown , May Irwin, Laura Victoria 
Smith . 
A.M. 
Elmer Arthur Gilmore, Canfield, Ohio; Horace Mishee 
, Rebok, Tama, Iowa. 
Ph.M. 
John Stanley Wilhelm, Fostoria, Ohio. 
P h.D . 
J ohn Franklin Sheperd, Akron, Ohio. 
ON June 10, W . G. Kintigh and J. A . Shoe-
maker made a flying trip to Granville on their 
wheels and witnessed the baseball game be-
tween the Wittenberg and Delaware college 
teams. 
PROSPECTIVE STATEMENTS. 
E NGLISH LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE. 
'rhe department has had a prosperous year. 
The class in Anglo-Saxon, while not large, 
was enthusiastic, and did a full year's work, 
reading the usual selections in prose and 
poetry found in Sweet's Reader, and all of 
the Elene besides. Much time was given to a 
comparative study of language forms and 
characteristics. 
During the spring term the Sophomores 
studied the historical development of the lit-
erature to 1660, and read in class with com-
ment Chaucer's Prologue, the N onne Preestes 
Tale, and all of the first book of Spenser's 
Faerie Queen. 
The Juniors studied rhetoric during the 
winter term. The class was large, and did 
excellent work both from the text-book and 
assigned topics. 
The following is a summary of the work of 
the Seniors for the year: 
Historical study of the literature from 1660 
to the present time ; the origin and growth of 
the English novel, and the reading and dis-
cussion in class of Thackeray's Vanity Fair, 
and Dickens's David Copperfield; Gum-
mere's Handbook of Poetics,-Epic, . Lyric, 
and Dramatic Poetry; reading of Tennyson's 
Idyls of the King, and Books I. and II. of 
Milton's P aradise Lost; Shelley's "Defense 
of P oetry"; origin and development of the 
drama; reading and discussion of the plays of 
Marlowe, Jon son, Beaumont and Fletcher 
' Webster, and Shakespeare. In addition to 
these studies of the literatut·e, the class took 
a rapid survey of the history of the language, 
using Lounsbury's little book as a basis. 
For the coming year the courses in the 
department as outlined in the catalogue have 
been slightly changed, but promise a very 
full year of profitable and delightful study. 
In the preparatory department the usual 
classes in grammar, l~terature, and retorich 
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were organized and carried forw ard with 
great success. The classes in some instances 
were so large that they had to be di.vided ; 
but students and teachers found a real delight 
in the work. 
LATIN DEPARTMENT. 
The following courses have been given 
during the year: ' 
1. An elementary course for the purpose 
of mastering the general principles of the 
language. This also was intended as a good 
introduction to Cresar, and embraced a portion 
of the first book of the Commentaries. 
2. A course in Cresar and Cicero, in which 
a more minute knowledge of the grammar 
was acquired, as well as considerable facility 
in translation. 
3. A course in Cicero and Virgil. In 
Cicero rapid reading was the object sought. 
In Virgil the object has been to learn some-
thing of the real life of the Romans and their 
amusements, litera-ture, and religion. 
4. Cicero's letters, including an investiga-
tion of t.he history of Cicero's times. Much 
attention given to sight reading. 
5. Ovid. A systematic study of Roman 
myths, their origin and signification. 
6. Cicero's philosophical writings. An in-
vestigation of his ethical and philosophical 
systems. The works read were, De Senectute, 
De Amicitia, De Natura Deorum, De Officiis, 
and Tusculan re Disputationes. 
7. The Roman drama, with the reading of 
several plays of Plautus and Terence. 
DEPARTMENT OF MUSIC. 
The Department of Music will remain in 
charge of the present director another year. 
During the year just closed, good work bas 
been done in all branches taught. 
The piano department has naturally re-
ceh;ed the majority of private pupils, in grade 
from beginners to those able to play classical 
solos creditably in public. Recitals have been 
given at which works of leading composers 
were performed. It is the intention to do 
much more in this line. 
In voice culture, excellent work was done 
' 
and increased interest is hoped for, correspond-
ing to the importance of the study. 
Theory is too much neglected. Pupils gen-
erally are content to be mere superficial play-
ers and singers, without studying the under-
lying principles of the art. If all could realize 
the importance of thorough theoretical train-
ing to the musician, and the impossibility of , 
sound musical gl'Owth without it, all pupils, 
whatever their specialty, would be in the 
theory classes. 
A choral society with an active membership 
of twenty-four has been kept up throughout 
the year. Two public concerts were given, at 
the last of which" Farmer's Mass" in b-flat 
. ' ' 
was sung entire. The chorus also sang single 
numbers on a number of public occasions. lt 
is confidently hoped that students and citizens 
will take such active interest in this organiza-
tion the coming year that the chorus may be 
at least doubled in membership, and that in 
addition to much good music of a lighter 
character, Haydn's popular oratorio, "The 
Creatio,n," may be studied and given in public. 
The orchestra has played on various public 
occasions, besides giving the closing concert 
commencement evening. A course of study 
in music has been outlined. Information con-
cerning · this and the department in general 
can be obtained by addressing the P resident 
or the director of music. On the whole the 
outlook is bright for the future of good music 
at Otterbein. 
THE BUSINESS DEPARTMENT. 
'fhe Business course has been planned and 
introduced to meet the wants of those who 
can spend but a short time in school, and 
wish, in that time, to become acquainted with 
those branches of study which are necessary 
to the transaction of business. 
The course, which continues throughout the 
~ 
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year, includes bookkeeping, banking, com-
mercial law, business forms and business prac-
tice, together with a thorough drill in arith-
metic and grammar. It is a mistake for a 
young person to enter into any business with-
out a thorough knowledge of the English 
branches, and it is much more a mista_ke for 
ope who is lacking along this line to under-
take the work of a bookkeeper. We have a 
complete system of business practice, and no 
pains are spared to give each student just the 
instruction he needs. What we require is a 
good business education that will have pre-
pared you to enter any business houtle as a 
bookkeeper. 
There is no field that offers better or more 
lucrative positions than that of phonography. 
There is a constant demand for competent 
shorthand writers and typewriter operators. 
It is easily learued by one who has pluck. 
Remember, we do not say we will make a 
good reporter in six or eight weeks' time, but 
we do say that any person who will apply 
himself can master the art in from four to six 
months. 
We teach the Cross Eclectic System. We 
could not here give all the points in which 
it is better than other systems, but would say 
that the fact that it has a complete alphabet 
and makes use of the vowels, would at once 
recommend it to all desiring to study short-
hand. ' 
Any pupil completing either of the above 
courses will be granted a diploma. 
MODERN LANGUAGE DEPARTMENT. 
This department has had enrolled during 
the present year about one hundred students, 
many of whom pursue · both German and 
French. However, the tendency is to become 
familiar with the former. 
In the German Philosophical course the 
required work consists of three terms of 
grammar and composition with selections for 
reading, and six terms devoted to writings of 
Schiller, Lessing, and Goethe; also selections 
from modern prose. The French for the 
above courses consists of one year of required 
work, and a second of elective, and drills in 
grammar, c_pmposition, and translation, with 
special attention given to pronunciation. 
The works of Racine, Moliere, and Corneille, 
and other standard French authors afford the 
required texts. At the request of students, 
Italian has been introduced. Advanced 
work, elective, German and French, is . of-
fered. 
In pursuance of these languages essays 
upon assigned topics form a. part of the re-
quired work. 
DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL SCIENCE. 
The department of Nat ural Science em-
braces two not radically distinct but natural 
sub-departments, namely, Natural History, 
and Physics and Chemistry. 
Disregarding the breaks between the pre-
paratory and college courses, natural science 
instruction may be traced pretty continuously 
from the first year to the last. In the first 
year two terms are spent on physical geo-
graphy and one on elementary astronomy, 
thus giving a very comprehensive view at the 
outset of the earth and of its relations in 
space. In the second year, by the study of 
elementary natural philosophy, the student 
becomes acquainted wi~h the properties of 
matter which he had studied only in gross 
before, and to some extent with the nature of 
the forces which produce the varied and inter-
esting phenomena always appealing to the 
senses. The third year brings him to a brief 
study of his own body and its laws of action. 
From the study of self the attention is turned 
the next year to the intensely interesting 
study of the structure and life of plants. As 
much as possible the study is an objective one. 
The next year opportunity is afforded (or will 
be in 1893) to pursue the study of vegetation 
much more minutely; investigating especially 
I 
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the life processe1:1, or physiology, of both lower 
and higher plants. 
In the junior year half of the student's work 
may be natural science, if he so ' elects, there 
being a continuous year's work in physics, 
including mechanics, two terms in chemistry 
and one in geology. 
On account of the preparation aflorded by 
science studies lower in the course, the aim is 
to make the work of the junior year much 
more than elementary, and in physics and 
chemistry to impress by mathematical demon-
strations the exactness of the action of natural 
forces. 
DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATIC S. 
The work in this department begins with 
advanced arithmetic. In this the work com-
mences with the metric system, and after its 
completion, including the subject of specific 
gravity, a rapid review of practical arithmetic 
is given. The conclusion of the work em-
braces logarithms, approximations, continued 
fractions, and a number of miscellaneous 
problems. There is a class in this subject 
each term. Also a class is organized each 
term for those who are not ready for the 
advanced work. The next work is Wells's 
Academic Algebra. Here the student be-
comes acquainted with the forms, principles, 
and processes. Plane geometry is the next, 
and in connection with the subject much stress 
is put on the training of the logical faculties. 
Considerable time is given to original work. 
The work in the college department includes 
solid and spherical geometry, higher algebra, 
plane and spherical trigonometry, analytic 
geometry, calculus, surveying, and astronomy. 
In all of these the aim of the department is 
to give as complete and comprehensive view 
as the time will permit. 
GREEK LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE. 
The study of Greek is required in the Clas-
sical course six terms in the preparatory 
department, and six terms in the collegiate, 
and is elective six terms more in college. 
In the preparatory years, the special aim, 
beside the disciplinary purpose always recog-
nized, is to give the student a thorough ac-
quaintance with the fot·ms and inflections, and 
a good, working vocabulary of Greek words. 
In pursuance of this purpose, the so-called in-
ductive method, modified by the necessities 
of the case, is emplo.red, as furnishing a rapid 
and effective method of attaining the end 
sought. Some suitable "First Book," like 
"White's Beginner's Method," is used 
throughout the first year, in which the first 
book of X enophon's Anabasis is read; the 
second year being devoted to the second and 
third book of X enO}•hon's Anabasis, with fre-
quent exercises in translating English into 
Greek, and to the reading of two books of 
Homer's Iliad, with prosody and scanning. 
Upon entering college a careful review of 
the work of the preparatory course is made, 
with advanced work in composition, compris-
ing the translations into Greek of connected 
passages in English of considerable length. 
In the freshman year are read four books of 
Homer's Odyssey and liberal selections from 
Herodotus and Xenophon's Memorabilia. In 
the sophomore year a tragedy-this year, of 
Euripides-is read, with study of the develop-
ment of the Greek drama; two or three ora-
tions of Demosthenes, with study of the rise 
and progress of oratory in Greece; and a 
dialogue or two of Plato, with a systematic 
view of the Greek philosophy and of the mis-
sion and methods of Socrates. 
The Junior year elective course introduces 
the student to the beauties of Greek lyric 
poetry in Pindar, Theognis, and Tyrtreus, 
with more advanced work in epic and comic 
poetry. The Senior elective course requires 
special work in Greek philosophy, with ex-
tensive readings in Plato and Aristotle, beside 
rapid reading of large portions of the Greek 
Testament. In all the work of the Greek 
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department it is sought, first, to acquire a 
practical knowledge of the Greek language; 
second, to gain an acquaintance with the best 
monuments of Greek literature, and thus 
assist to the highest culture. 
DEPARTMENT OF MENTAt AND MORAL SCIENCE 
AND ENGLISH BIBLE. 
In this department are taught mental and 
moral science, Christian evidences, logic, po-
litical economy, history ofphilosophy, history 
of civilization, sociology, and English Bible. 
In these studies, i";l general, the text-book 
and lecture methods at·e combined. Points of 
especial difficulty are freely discussed, and there 
is constant effort to lead students to think for 
themselves. 
In mental science, the cognitive and motive 
powers of 'the soul are carefully studied. In 
moral science, both its theoretical and prac-
tical bearings are considered with a view to 
put the student in possesl'!ion of the best 
results of modern research. 
In the study of logic the purpose is · to 
make the student familiar with the laws of 
thought and the prevalent forms of fallacious 
reasoning. 
In Christian Evidences the effort is to place 
the student in possession of as complete and 
impregnable a defense of Christianity as pos-
sible. 
In the study of political economy it is 
aimed to ground the student thoroughly in its 
principles and to lead him to note its social 
and national bearings. 
Sociology is studied in its history and prin-
ciples, and care is taken to lead to sound and 
safe conclusions. 
The history of civilization is studied mainly 
from the stand-point of the middle ages, 
tracing many of the characteristics of modern 
civilization to the struggles of the middle-age 
period. 
In the history of philosophy a rapid survey 
is taken to learn the origin, progress, and 
present conditlon of philosophic inquiry. 
In the English Bible the study is pursued 
along the line of Christ's life and labors, the 
establishment and growth of the Christian 
church, concluding with a study of some of 
the Pauline and other epistles. 
WOMAN'S CO-OPERATIVE CIRCLE. 
Not the least interesting feature of com-
mencement week was the third annual meet-
ing of the Woman's Cooperative Circle of 
Otterbein University, which was h.eld in the 
College chapel on Tuesday afternoon. There 
was a good attendance and a great interest 
prevailed throughout. Mrs. Harriet H. 
Smith was the presiding officer, and, after the 
opening exercises, she spoke briefly of the 
nature and purpose of the meeting. The 
traveling agents, Mrs. A. L. Billheimer and 
Miss Flora A. Speer, were present and re-
ported concerning the progress of the work. 
These reports showed that over one hundred 
circles have been organized, and considerable 
work done in visiting families and soliciting 
students. 
Mrs. L. K. Miller, Mrs. L. R. Keister, Mrs. 
J. L. Stevens, and Mr. D. L. Rike addressed 
the Circle on the best way of making the 
Circle helpful to the University. These talks 
were all interesting, and full of helpful sug-
gestions. The treasurer's report showed that 
the aggregate collections for the year were 
not quite so large as the previous year. This 
was owing to the fact that there. were no 
large donations, as in the previous year. The 
total receipts for the year, though being the 
penny-a-day dues, are still most encouraging, 
and show what can be done by collecting the 
mites. Some changes were made in the corps 
of officers. Mrs. T. J. Sanders was elected 
prestdent, and Miss Cora McFadden both 
treasurer and corresponding secretary. 
THE annual banquet to the Seniors by the 
Juniors was given at Hotel Holmes June 11. 
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FIELD DAY. 
The fourth annual field day of Otterbein 
University was held on the athletic grounds 
J nne 3. The Otterbein band gave a half 
hour's concert before the exercises of both 
morning and afternoon. The day was beauti-
ful ;;tnd sunshiny, but a strong wind sweeping 
up the track necessarily hindered the long-
distance runners, and the 2: 20 men finished 
in the very face of it. 
There is no hesitation in saying that the 
field day was the best ever held on these 
grounds. The entries were not numerous, but 
the events very interesting on account of the 
closeness of the contests. Out of eighteen 
contesttl, ten resulted in the breaking of home 
records. Mr. Hostetler, in the pole vault, and 
Mr. Kumler, in the running broad jump, sur-
passed the State records. Mr. Stine also 
lowered our records in the 440 and 220-yard 
dashes, showing himself a fast man. A si1ver 
medal was given to the winner of ea<ih stand-
ard event by the Otterbein Athletic Associa-
tion. 
The following is an official record of the 
contests: 
16-pound-shot-First , E . W . Stine, 34 ft. 1 in. ; second , 
J . W. Stiverson , 32 ft . 2~- in. 
Kicking football- First, L. L . Barnard, 157 ft. 2~ in.; 
second, B. K umler, 106 ft . 3 in. · 
100-yctrd dash-First , E. W. Stine, ll t sec.; second , 
C. B. Stoner, ll i sec. 
Throwing baseball - First, G. W . Stough ton , 329 · ft. ; 
second, H. H. Milliman , 290 ft. 
120-yctrd hurdle-First , C. B. Stoner , 21 ~ sec.; second, 
S.C. Markley, 21% sec. 
Standing lwp-step-jump-First , S.C. Markley, 28 ft. 5 in .; 
second, S. E. Shull , 28 ft. 2 in . 
220-ym·d dash-First, E . W . Stine, 23 i sec.; second , 
N. P . Bennett, 26 sec. 
.Mi le run-First, W. C. Teter, 5 min. 28 sec.; second , 
L. W . Thompson. 
Running high jump- First , S. C. Markley, 5 ft. 2i in. ; 
second, E. E. Hostetler , 4 ft . 11 in. 
440-yard dash-First, E. W. Stine, 55~ sec.; second , W. 
C. Teter. 
Standing high jump-First, R. C. Kumler, 4 ft. 11 in.; 
second, S. C. Markley, 4 ft. 5 in. 
Running hop-step-jump-First, R. C. Kumler, 42ft. ; sec-
ond, S. C. Markley, 38 ft. 5 in. 
High kick-First , R. C. Kumler, 9 ft. 1 in.; second , S. C. 
Markley. · 
Standing broad jump-Fi rst, R. C. Kuml er , 10ft. 4 in .; 
second, C. W. Stoughton , 10 ft. 1 in. 
880-yard run-First, R C. Kumler, 2 mi~. l Si sec.; sec-
ond, E . W. Stin e. 
Running broad jnmp-First, R. C. Kuml er , 22 ft. 1 in .; 
second , E . B. Brandenburg. 
P ole mull-First, E. E . Hostetle r, 9 ft. 3t in. ; second 
R. C. Kumler, 8 ft . 9 in. ' 
Th1·owing 16-ponnd hmnma-F irst, C. B. Brown , 70ft. ; 
second , E. W . Stine, 69 ft. 6~ in . 
The day of sport was concluded with a ball 
game between the two 'varsity teams. 
ATHLETICS. 
Otterbein' s second game of baseball was 
with theN a tiona! 'l'eam, of Uolumbus, May 
20. The victory for the former was easy, as 
indicated by the score. The noticeable .features 
of the game were the fine pitching of Resler 
and the excellent work of first-baseman Evans. 
The following is the score : 
Innings.. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. 1 2 3 -± 5 6 7 8 9 
Otterbein ..... ... ....... .... .. 3 1 0 3 5 2 1 0 "'-15 
National... .. .. .. ........ .... .. l 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0- 2 
On May 27 our team crossed bats with 
the Capital University of Columbus, on the 
Otterbein oval. The game was rather one-
sided, resulting in our defeat. Capital U ni-
versity out-played us trom the beginning, and 
the all-round good playing on their part 
showed much practice and careful training. 
The work .of Born and Eisenman was es-
pecially noticed. 
The game was free from all kicking and 
quarreling, and was such as one enjoys wit-
nessmg. 
The score was as follows : 
Innings... ...... .... .... ... . 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Otterbein .... .... .... .. .. .. .. . 0 2 0 1 0 0 1 0 0- - 4 
Capi tals........ ... .. ... .... .. .. 1 2 3 2 0 3 2 0 ':'-13 
The fourth and last game was with the 
deaf mutes on the Otterbein campus J nne 10. 
The following is its history: 
Innings .. ... .. ..... ... .. .... 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Otterbein .. .... ..... ... .. .... 6 2 1 0 0 1 3 0 12- 25 
Independents .... ... .... ... . 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0- 5 
. \ 
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Our baseball season has closed. Our record 
is not just what we would like it to be, yet we 
feel encouraged, all things considered, with 
the results accomplished during the season. 
The plan was to train new men, and we have 
succeeded quite well. 
The new men are quite promising, and 
next season's work will certainly show im-
provement. The team has been entirely 
composed of college men and has been purely 
amateur. Such has become the fee ling at 
Otterbein against so-called "professionalism" 
in college ath letics, that imported men will 
be forever barred from our team. And this 
is as it should be. 
With the consciousness of playing our 
games fairly and honestly, defeat is borne with 
much better grace, and victory seems all the 
more sweet. 
Mrss Grace Hooven, of Dayton , recently 
spent a week in town as the guest of Miss 
Blanche Lowes. 
IN MEMORIAM. 
WHEREAS, W e, the m embers of the Otterbein Phila-
lethean Society, have learned with deep regret of the 
death of our beloved sister, "Yirs . Edna Ginn Mills, of 
Buckhannon, ' ·Vest Virginia, whose amiable disposition 
and Christian graces endeared h er to all her associates, 
and wh ose faithfulness and loyal, loving inte rest in this 
society were always expressed by h er ; the refore, be it 
Resolved, 1. That we recogni ze with tender apprecia-
tion h er fa ithfulness and loyalty as a member of this 
society and t he ch eerful ser vice sh e rendered in· that 
capacity. 
2. That we h ereby express our profound sorrow and 
deepest sy mpathy, and tender our sin ce1·e condolence to 
all the bereaved relatives in th eir distress, and realizing 
onr helplessness in con vey ing to th em comforting words, 
we bid them cast all th eir care npon th e One who has 
promised to bear all the sorrows of his children . 
3. That we cherish th e memory of h er pure life and 
noble character as a precious h eritage, and that we strive 
to emulate h er many virtues. 
4. That these resolutions be placed upon th e minutes 
of this society; that a copy of th em be sent to the be-
reaved family, and that t hey be publish ed in the P ublic 
Opinion and the OTTEHBEI.\' h:Grs. 
MIRA GARS1', 
SADIE NEWELL, 
MAY STE VENSON , 
Committee. 
RIDENOUR & MORGAN, 
Leading Men's Hatters 
and Outfitters. 
Sole Agents KNOX WORLD-RENOWNED HATS. (Fall Stock received about August 1S.) 
New Goods of Latest Designs. ( Special Rates to Students.) 
167 N. High Street, CoLUMBus, OHIO. 
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LOCALS AND PERSONALS. 
Miss Verna J. Fowler is visiting friends m 
town. 
Miss Ziegler, of Columbus, is visiting Miss 
Helen Shauck. 
Miss Rebecca Swain, of Fort Wayne, spent 
a week with her brother during the month. 
Mr. E. D. Lollar, wife and daughter, of 
Saratoga, Ind., are attending cemmencement 
exercises. 
'fhe Otterbein Choral Society entertained 
the public on the night of May 30 with a very 
classical concert given in the College chapel. 
Mr. C. Howard, of Schoolcraft, Mich., and 
W. M. Bell, of Elkhart, lnd., spent com-
mencement week with the former's son, Mr. 
A. T. Howard, '94. 
On the evening of May 23 the Otterbein 
Quartet, assisted by Miss Windle on piano 
and Miss Bratton on th e violin, gave a con-
cert in the College chapel. The large audience 
was not disappointed in expecting a musical 
treat. 
There were about · seventy of our alumni 
present during commencement, notably Daniel 
Surface, ' 62; Judge J. A. Shauck, '66; G. A. 
Funkhouser, '68; S. E. Kemp, '70; A. B. 
Shauck, '74; J. I. L. Resler, '76. The class of 
'92 had the largest representation, thirteen ot 
their number being present. 
One of the most happy events of the week 
was the quiet marriage of Mr. W m. Harford, 
of Omaha, N ebraska, and Mrs. L . R. Keister, 
class '72, at the home of the bride's mother, 
Mrs. J. B. Resler, June 14. 'fhe ceremony 
was perfo rmed by Dr. Fun!.rhouser in the 
presence of a few of the nearest friends. The 
.A]jars extends congratulations to this distin-
guished couple. 
The Cleiorhetean Society is evidently one 
of the most enterprising organizations con-
nected with the University. During the past 
month they have recarpeted their hall with a 
fine light brussel s. The windows have been 
artistically draped with elegant chenille cur-
tains and silk sashes, the mellowing effects of 
which impart a very fine appearance to the 
hall. The rostrum chairs have been reup-
holstered with brocaded satin, and a brown 
chenille canopy now replaces the old one. 
The general e:fi'ect produced by j;hese improve-
ments is so pleasing that we feel the society is 
to be highly congratuled on their good taste. 
T ELEPH ON E 466. 
DR. B. I. BARBEE, 
Eye, Ear, Nose, a11d Throat Specialist. 
Olllce Hours: 
9 : 00 tO 1 ~:00 A.M. 
1 : 00 tO 4: 00 P,M , 
9: 00 to II : GO S undays. 
818 N. Hi gh Street, Corner Gill, 
COLUMBUS, OHIO. 
CLOTHING WEARERs, Attention ! 
We have just placed in the hands of M. B. Fanning, as our 
sales agent in your locality, the largest variety of patterns of 
SPRING and SUMMER SUITINGS and FULL DRESS SUITS 
ever brought to your city. The low prices will astonish you. 
Inquire and be convinced. A full line of Gents' Furnishing Goods. 
Agent ' s office : Over Markley's Store, State St. and College Ave. 
wANAMAKER & BROWN, PHILADELPHIA. 
J 
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MALCOLM McDONALD, 
Fashionable Hatter. 
MORTAR-BOARD CAPS 
at Reduced Rates to 
Students. 
All the latest styles in Stiff, Soft, and Silk Hats. NovELTIES FOR YOUNG 
MEN . The best H at made for the money. 
67 S. High St., Opp. State House, COLUMBUS, OHIO. 
STUDENTS 
When in need of Pocket Cutlery or Razors, 
will do well to call on 
W. C. BALE & CO. 
I HAVE been 
entirely 
CURED 
of CONSUMPTION by the use of 
Piso's Cure. The doctors said I 
could not live until F all. That was 
o ne year ago. Now I am well and 
hearty and able to do a hard day's 
work.-Mrs. LAURA E. PATTERSON, 
Newton, Iowa, June 20, r8g2. 
I SUFFERED with CATARRH for years, and tried all kinds of 
medicines. None of them did me 
any good. At last I was induced to 
try Piso's Remedy for Catarrh. I 
have used one package and am now 
entirely cured.-PHILIP LANCREY, 
Fieldon, Illinois, June 22, ~ 1lg2 . 
HAVE YOUR'--------
Watches, 
Clocks, and 
Jewelry 
_.,.__,__REPAIRED AT 
F. F. BONNET'S, 
18 N. High Street, COLUMBUS; OHIO. 
When You Want 
FINE PHOTOGRAPHS go to 
MULLIGAN BROS. 
SPECII\L CLUB RATES TO STUDENTS. 
Get up a CLUB, and secure Rates. 
All Work Finished First Class at Our 
Permanent Headquarters, 
THE URLIN & PFEIFER ART 'GALLERY, 
262 and 264 South High Street, 
COLUMBUS, OHIO. 
r::irlVESTEBVILLE BRANCH open everr Thursdar. 
-----MANUFACTURER OF - = 
D. L. AULD, Society and Class Badges, Diamond Mountings, Etc. 
SH North High Street, OOLUMB'O'S, OHJ:O. 
I, 
20 OTTERBEIN /EGIS. 
S W . DUBOIS, 
• CITY BARBER. 
First- Class Workmen and Prompt 
Attention to Business. 
First Door South of Post Office, 
WESTER VILLE, OHIO. 
0. BEAVER, 
The State Street Butcher, 
Keeps constantly on 
hand a ll ki nd s of 
FRESH BEEF. 
Customerii receive polite and prompt attention . 
WESTERVILLE, OHIO. 
DAVID C~ BEGGS & CO., 
Wholesa le a nd Retail 
Carpets, 
"· 
Curtains, 
and Rugs. -
Nos. 34, 36, and 38 North High St., 
DAVID C. BEGGS. 
EDWARD E. H OLTON. 
WILLI,AM M. NACE. COLUMBUS, 0. 
The C. A. & C. Railway. 
SCHEDULE. 
IN E FFECT AUGUST 7, 1892. 
Sou t h H ound. 
M ls l Cent?·al Time. 2 1 28 1 ss 1 4 1 8 
A,l\1, P.l'II . P.n:t p M 
0 Cl eveland ..... ..•.••. .... ......... l..~eave *8 uo 0:•8 (II tl Ui t3 25 ... ...... 
b E u e l111 A ven ue ................... L Pa ve 8 14 8 14 I 1!• 3 41> ......... 
9 N•·\vt,urg ......... ..... ... .......... Leave 8 25 8 2~ 1 ar 3 56 A .M. 
2R Budsr,n ...•. ...... .. ......... ........ Leav e 9 uu 9 I• 2 11 • 4 35 t5 35 
34 Cuyahoga Fall s .......... .... .... Leave ~ 14 9 2!\ 2 2i 4 50 5 53 
39 Akt·o { Arri ve 9 2!) 9 :l 2 3 5 ()II 6 03 n................... .. ........ l.~Pitve 9 ~9 L9 41' 2 4< • L5 05 J.6 08 
41 Sou l! • A\uon ...... .. .. .. ......... .. L eavc ......... 9 H 2 4> 5 I J 6 16 
4fi New Portage .. ... ..... ...... .. ... . LPa ve ........ f 9 f l.i 2 5 '· 0 19 6 2:l 
46 Harberton .. ... ................. ... Leave 9 45 9 59 2 5~ 5 ~I 6 "7 
52 Clinton .......... . ....... . .. .. ....... LPaVf!' Ill I• 3 0~ 6 32 6 ~8 
5~ \Var\. iek .... ........ ........ ........ Lea ve 10 01 0 14 3 12 5 ~6 6 42 
58 ~I ars hnl vi lle ................ ... .. Leave 
·· ······ 
10 t6 3 2~1 f> 47 6 53 
63 0 . 'II { Arrive 111 HI 10 3f· 3 37 5 55 7 (\2 rJ \ ' J e..... ............. ....... LPave 10 2;j 10 42 3 4'l Ar. 117 ~(I 
71 Apple Greek ....... . ..... . ......... LPave ..... .... no [) ,') 3 {Jij .. ....... 7 34 
77 F'rederic k5lburg ........ .•... ... . Leave ......... 1l Vti 4 06 , ...... .. 7 45 
81 Ho 1m ... s vill e . ........... ......... Leave fll 14 4 14 ......... 7 53 
87 \1 il l er:"~hurg ........... ...... . ...... Leavf' 1l 01 1l 27 4 2.> 
········· 
8 0:1 
93 Ki ll buck ............................ Leave II 12 11 411 4 :J8 ......... 8 18 
99 lllack Creek . ..... ......... .... .. . Leave ......... fll 53 4 50 . ....... 8 :J2 
107 Brink Haven ...... ... ... .. ....... Leave .. ....... 12 12 5 08 . ........ 8 50 
Ill Danville ............................ Lea ve ........ . f l 2 2z 5 17 . ......... 8 Mf 
11 6 Howard .................. ............ Leave fl2 31 5 2ti 10 9 0~ 120 Gambier ..... . .............. ..... .... Leave II 55 12 40 5 35 9 17 
126 m. Vernon ..................... { trer~~: 12 04 12 50 5 48 A.M. 9 27 r.l 2 09 Ll 010 11 6 · · ~ t6 30 9 ;J2 131 HangR ................... ......... ... Leave ......... ......... 6 18 6 40 9 42 
135 Mt. Liuerty ........................ Leave 6 26 6 48 9 49 
139 Cen te rbu rg .............. ........... Leav.e 12 30 1 28 6 36 6 58 9 1\8 
14.\ Cond it ...... ..... ... ........... .. ... L eave ......... 6 50 7 11 10 1IJ 
11 9 Sunbury ..................... .. ..... . Leave .. ....... fl 49 6 59 7 20 10 19 
151 Galena . .......... . ..... ...... ........ Leave 
fl 521 ' 
04 7 25 10 23 
158 Weste rville .. ...................... Leave I 04 2 06 7 19 7 37 10 36 
170 Columbus ........................ .. Arrive *1 25 .;c2 30 t7 45 t8 05t ll uu 
P.M. A.M. P . M. A.M . A,M. 
N o rth H ound. 
Mlsl Central Time. I s I 27 I 30 I 9 I 
Nuo u Night t\.M. P.lU . P . JU , 
0 Col umlms . ... ..... .... .. . ... ....... Leave *12 10 *12 05 t6 00 tl2 3(1 t4 uu 
I ~ \\"estt>rville .. ....... ........ ... ... Lf>&Vf' ......... 12 30 6 25 1 04 4 24 
19 GalPna ........... ..... .... ... .... ... Leave .. ....... f12 44 6 39 l 18 4 37 
21 Sunbury ...................... . ..... . Leave .. ....... f\ 2 48 6 43 1 23 4 41 
25 Condit .............. ............ ...... Leave f l 2 56 6 51 1 33 4 49 
31 Centerburg ... .. ........... . ....... Leave ..... .... I 09 7 04 I 46 5 02 
36 Mt. L iberty ......... ..... . ........ L CRve fl 19 7 13 1 56 5 II 
40 Bangs ........... . .. : ........ .... .... Leave fl 27 7 20 2 05 5 18 
44 V {Arrive I 23 I 37 7 30 2 15 5 28 ~It. e rnon ....... .... ......... Leave Ll 28 Ll 47 L7 35 Ar . ll5 48 
50 GHmbier ... .. .......... ............ Lea ve 1 38 1 59 7 46 ......... 5 59 
5f> [foward ........ ..... ........ ...... .. Leave ......... f2 09 7 55 ......... 6 08 
59 Da nvill e .. ......... .. . .. .... ......... Leave .. ....... f2 19 8 04 ...... . .. 6 17 
63 Brink Have.n ........... .. ....... Leave 2 30 8 13 ...... ... 6 26 
71 Black Creek ... ................... Leave ......... f2 49 8 32 .. ....... ti44 
77 Killbuck ......... .......... ........ Leave 2 20 3 03 8 47 ......... 6 57 
83 Millersburg .... ." .. .. ........... ... Leave 2 31 3 17 9 00 7 09 
89 Holm esvi ll e ..... .... ... ........ Leave ......... f3 27 9 10 ........ . 7 19 
93 Fredericksburg ............. .. .. Leave ......... 3 :J7 9 19 6 7 2:J 99 Apple C r eek ............ .... ...... L eave f3 49 9 30 7 ~9 
107 0 Ill {Arrive 3 05 4 115 9 44 A .M. 7 53 rrv e......... .. ............. . Leave 3 09 4 15 9· 49 t7 25 7 58 
11 2 Mar•halville ... .... ... ............ L eave ......... 9 58 7 34 8 07 
117 Warwick ................. .......... Leave 3 29 4 :J7 10 10 7 47 8 18 
118 Clinton ............................. . Leave 4 42 10 14 7 52 8 2:! 
124 Barberton .......................... Leave 3 42 4 52 10 27 8 05 8 3:J 
125 New Portage ............. .. . .... .. L eave .. ....... f 4 56 10 30 8 08 8 3n 
129 South Akron .. ........ .... .... ... L eave ......... 5 03 10 39 8 17 8 45 
131 Ak {Arrive 3 1>7 5 10 10 46 8 24 8 52 ron. . .. .............. . ......... Leave 4 02 L5 20 LIO 51 8 29 8 55 
136 Cuyahoga Falls ........... ..... .. L eave 4 14 5 34 II 04 8 42 9 07 
144 Hudson ........................... .. Leave 4 35 5 55 11 2> 9 06 t 9 25 
161 Newburg ............. ............. .. Leave 5 00 6 30 II 5~~9 40 P.M . 165 Euc lid A ven ue ...... ..... ..... . . Leave 5 11 6 46 12 16 9 56 Ar. 
170 Cleveland ........... ... ............ Arri ve *5 25 •7 or 1J2 30 t!O 10 ........ 
P.M.. A.M. OOD A H • ......... 
W. K. RICHARDS, 
G e n eral Passe nger A gent, COLUMBU S ,OHIO. 
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Face Massage, 
Manicure, 
Hair Dressing, and Shampoo. 
Best Toilet Articles used. Good work guar· 
an teed. Wrinkles, Lines, Blotches, and Blem-
ishes rem oved. Comp!Pxion c leared. Hair 
enlivened. Hands benutified. Work done at 
res idence or at the homes of her patrons. 
. MRS. S. JONES. 
East Main Street. 
~estauraQt. 
Meals and Lunch served at all hours. 
Ice Cream a Specialty. 
Fine Ice Cream Parlor separate from Restaurant. 
W. D. WILLIAMS, Proprietor, 
Corner State and Home Streets, 
vVESTERVILLE, Or-no. 
W t d Two or three an e = men to repre-sent our well 
known house in 
this State. Our men handle five or six lines of articles, 
which enables us to pay handsome wages. Salaries 
range from $75 to $125 per month, according tv material 
in the man. 
L. L. N\.A V & CO., 
ST. PAUL, MINN. 
Nurserymen, Florists, Seedsmen, 
Seed Potatoes, Implements, Etc. 
THE PEOPLE'S 
Mutual Benefit Association, 
WESTERVILLE, OHIO. 
Issues Policies from $500 to $5,000. 
It has a membership of over........................ 6,400 
It has insurance in force............ .................... $7,400,000 00 
It has paid death claims to Sept. 1, 1892 ........ $926,367 41 
lL has paid life. claims to Sept. 1, 1892........... 145,000 00 
Total claims paid to Sept. 1, 1892 ......... 1,071,367 (1 
The Association haH entered upon the sixteenth year of its history. 
Every j ust claim has been paid promptly and in full-the great 
majority of them from 30 to 90 days before due. Its growth has been 
at an even and steady pace. Over fifteen years of successful business 
has demonstrated the wisdom of its plans It offers to the insuring 
public features offered by no other company . The Association 
relieves not onl y those bereaved by death, but also its members made 
dependent by old age. Agents a re wanted in every town in Ohio. 
I ts Officers Are: 
C. W. MILLER, President. 
A. B. Kona, Secretary. 
D. BENDER, General Agent. 
HENRY GARST, Vice President. 
JoaN KNoX, Treasurer. 
G. H. MAYHUGH, Med. Exam. 
For Plans and Rates, address 
A. B . KOHR, Sec'y, Westerville, Ohio. 
DAVIE'S 
Seco.nb-Hanb Book Stote. 
Cheap Books in All Branches of Literature. 
School and College Text Books a Specialty. 
0 . DAVIE, 
2 14~ North High Street, COLUMBUS, OHIO. 
PHOTOCRAPHS OF 
OTTERBEIN UNIVERSITY, 
Printed from Sxro negatives, gloss finish ; mounted on good, heavy card-
board, roxr2 inches, suitable for framing, carefully packed and mailed to your 
address for 7 sc. each, postage prepaid. 
Address during vacation, 
W. G. KINTIGH, WEST NEWTON, PA. 
22 OTTERBEIN LEGIS. 
E. P. VANCE, DRUGS AND CHEMICALS, 
P erfumes a nd Toilet A rticles, All Popula r Pate - t M e dicines, S tat ionery, Fin e Cigars, E tc. 
Physicians' Prescriptions Carefully Compounded. 
WESTERVILLE, OHIO, and Corner Oak and Wilson Avenue, COLUMBUS, OHIO . 
W. W. riOSES, 
HEADQUARTERS FOR 
FRUITS AND 
INE CANDIES. 
~············ 
gent fo r Capital City Steam 
Laundry- Best in the State. 
The Odell Typewriter. 
$ 2 0 will buy the ODELL TYPEWRITER with 78 characters, 
and $15 the SINGLE CASE .ODELL, warranted to do 
better work than any othe r machine made. 
It combines s implicity with durability, •peed, ease of operation. 
Wears longer w1thuut cost of repairs than any other machine. Has 
no ink ribbon to bother the operator. It is neat , substantial, nickel· 
pl ated, perfect, and adapted to all kinds of typewriting. Like a 
printing press, it produces sha rp, clean, legible manuscripts. •rwo or 
tPn copies can be made at one wri ting. Any intelligent person can 
become an operator in two days. We offer Sl,OOO to any operator 
who can equa l the work of the DOUBLE CASE ODELL. 
Reliable agents and salesmen wanted. Special inducement.s to 
dealers. 
For pamphlet giving indorsements, etc., &ddreal 
ODELL TYPEWRITE R CO., 
358-31>4 Dearborn Stre et, CHICAGO , ILL. 
HOTEL. HOLMES. Good Livery Attached. 
B . E. GL A ZE, P 'l'Ol Yrietor . 
F R E E HACK 
To and From All Trains. 
HARRY McCOY. AL. R. WALCUTT. 
McCOY & WALCUTT, 
' (GENTILES) 
Clothiers, Tailors, Hatters, 
,_ . - .· AND---
GENTS' FURNISHERS. 
4 7 N. High Street, COLUMBUS, OHIO. 
THE LARGEST MANUFACTURERS OF GYMNASTIC 
APPARATUS IN THE COUNTRY. 
THE 
Schumacher Gymnasium Co., 
J W MA. RKLEY 103 to 121 \A est State Street, 
. . ' 
0/EALER IN 
STAPLE AND FANCY 
Groceries. 
AKRON, OHIO. 
"Universal" Apparatus. 
BOWLING ALLEYS, 
RUNNING TRACKS, 
ROLL DOOR LOCKERS, 
PULLEY WEIGHTS, 
VAULTING BARR, 
H ORSES, BUCKS 
And everyth ing required to completely . equip Gym-
nasiums is manufactured on our premises. 
THE SCHUMACHER GYMNASIUM CO., AKRON, 0. 
' 
B. W. WELLS~ I U. B. Publishing House, 
THE TAILOR. 
• • & .... 
LATEST S7YLES IN 
Spring ~ Summer 
Goods. 
W. J. SHUEY, Agent, 
DAYTON, OHIO . 
STUDENTS nlll find a full line of 
Text-Books, 
Reference Books, and 
Standard Works of General Literature 
Constantly in Stock. 
SPECIAL PRICES ON BOOKS FOR LIBRARIES. 
Send for prices on the 
Call and examine, and select from fifteen hundred ~Jlternatt'oJtal ~~' bles_ 
samples of the most recent patterns. J JJ.J . 
All work guaranteed. 
North State St., WESTERVILLE, 0. 
THE STUDENTS' BOOK STORE 
Has In stock at all times a full line of 
Rooks, Albums, Fancy Stationery, 
Toilet Sets, Pens, Pencils, Ink, Games of !Jl Kinds, 
.A.nd In fact anything a student wants, whether 
for study or amusement. ' 
Special rates given on all College Text-Books and 
Students' and Teachers' Bibles. 
We order al ur College Text-Books under direction 
of the professors, -therefore we always uave the right 
book an<!- tlfe proper edition. 
J. L. MORRISON, Weyant Block, 
WE8TER.VII.I.E, OBIOo 
FINE PRINTING, 
BINDING, AND E LECTROTYPING. 
Ice Gream 
And 
Water Ices, 
At Wholesale and Retail. 
[i 
Gwo fil)e parlors. 
[i 
Special attention given to 
Banquets, Parties, etc. 
J. R. WILLIAMS, 
W. College Ave., Westerville, 0. 
